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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Programming problems are concerned with the efficient use 

or allocation of limited resources to meet desired objectives.

These problems are characterized by a large number of solutions 

that satisfy the basic conditions of each problem. However, 

the over-all objective of the problem requires the selection of 

a particular solution and this solution which satisfies both 

the conditions of the problem and the given objective is the 

optimal solution.

In this paper only a very special subclass of programming 

problems, referred to as linear programming problems, will be 

considered. The general linear programming problem can be 

described as follows: Given a set of m linear inequalities in 

n variables, we wish to find non-negative values of these 

variables which will satisfy the constraints or conditions 

and minimize ( maximize ) some linear function of the variables.

Mathematically, this statement means: we have m inequalities 

or equations in n variables ( m may be greater than, less than, 

or equal to n ) of the form

1
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a,, x, + a^x^ + . . • 
a41x, + asaXj + . . .

+ a,Axn<x>b, 
+ ajnxfl < - > ba

3(r)iX| + ap^Xj + . . » + am{Xf\'5. _ — bfy|

where the signs •£,=,>; may vary from one constraint to the 

next. We seek values of Xj satisfying the above conditions 

and such that

xj * 0, ( j = 1,2,* • • n )

and which minimizes ( maximizes ) a linear function

Z = C, X, + Cj_Xa. + • • •+ Cn xn 

The function to be optimized or minimized is termed the 

objective function.

Although the development of this paper concentrates upon 

minimizing an objective function it should be understood that 

problems of maximizing do exist and that no generality is lost 

in considering only the minimum problem for discussion. For 

example the problem may be to produce the maximum dollar value of 

products under a fixed budget, fixed labor supply, etc.

Suppose the linear form expressing total profits to be maximized is

p, X, + paxa +••••+ PnXn 

This form is obviously equivalent to minimizing

“Pl X, - PjX^ - ... - pnxn = c, x, + c^ * ..•+ cnXn= z

where ci = “Pi » ca = “Pa »••••» Cn = -pn

Therefore any maximum problem may be expressed as a minimum 

problem and visa versa.

Any solution of the constraints satisfying the non-negative
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restrictions is called a feasible solution and, as stated above, 

any feasible solution -which optimizes ( minimizes in our 

development ) the objective function is the optimal feasible 

solution. The task of solving a linear programming problem 

consists in finding an optimal feasible solution. The purpose 

of this paper will be to discuss the singular and very 

important procedure of the Simplex Method which has been devised 

to yield this desired solution to the linear problems.

INEQUALITY SYSTEMS
In our development it will be helpful to reduce all 

inequality systems (<»>) into a standard system of equations 

such that
a«xt + a^Xa. + . • . + — b|
anxi + a^x^ + • • • + a?nxn = bj

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

ampc, + w + • • • + aM»vxn = bm

There are several methods to account for such a trans

formation but the following one will justify it. The process 

consists of two steps:

Step 1. Change any linear inequality constraint such as 

a, x, + a^Xj +•• »+aftxn £ > b

to an equality be adding a slack variable XnH -S 0. 

xntl is assured of being0 only if the sense 

of the inequality constraint is first made .

If necessary, multiplication of the inequality 

by (-1) will reverse the sense. Our desired 

result is a, X| * aax^ +••••+ anxh+x„f, = b
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Step 2. Noting that any number can be written as the difference 

of two positive numbers, replace any variable Xj not 

restricted in sign by the difference of two non

negative variables

Xj = x/ - Xj* ( Xj 0, x/^O )

Examplei Transform^ to standard form (i.e. equality

system)

Step 1, Introduce slack variable x3 
x, + Xj_ - Xj = 6
x, + 2x^ = z

Step 2, Substitute x, = x^-xfand xa = x£- x£
(xf- xf) + «- x£) - x3 = 6 
(x.z- Xf) + 2(x/- Xa) = Z

where (x?0, x>0, x^O)



CHAPTER II

SIMPLEX METHOD

INTRODUCTION
As stated, the central problem of linear programming 

consists in finding a set of non-negative values for the 

variables such that these values satisfy the linear equality 

conditions and minimize the objective function.

As would be expected, the method of approaching the 

Simplex Method, as found in different texts, varies considerably 

from one author to the next. Some approach it in vector 

notation, some develop the entire theory in matrix form, and 

some approach it in the same manner as is done in this paper, 

i.e. in the basic algebraic notation. The theory can be made 

equally as understandable using this algebraic notation and it 

requires less background on the part of the reader. Furthermore, 

the general format to be followed is that of the Two Phase 

procedure of the Simplex Method as devised by Dantzig, Orden, 

and Wolfe.

The first step of the Simplex Method is the introduction 

into the standard equality form of certain artificial variables 

(artificial because they have no meaning for the original set 

of constraints). The resulting auxiliary problem is in the 

special form called canonical.

5
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Definition/ A canonical system with an ordered subset 
of variables called basic, is a system such 
that each i, the ith basic variable has a 
unit coefficient in the i th equation and 
has 0 coefficients elsewhere.'

At this point the simplex algorithm will be employed which 

consists of a sequence of pivot operations referred to as 

Phase I. The result of the operations is a succession of 

different canonical forms. The object is to find a feasible 

solution if one exists. If such a solution is discovered then 

the simplex algorithm is once again applied as Phase II with the 

purpose of yielding an optimal feasible solution if one exists.

SIMPLEX ALGORITHM
The simplex algorithm is always initiated with a program 

whose equations are in canonical form. Therefore we would be 

asked to find values of xa^0, • • • • ,

and Mini ~ z such that

+ a^x^, + • • •+ ayXj +• • •+ a,„xn b,
+ + • • •+ a^Xj +• • •+ a^xh = b3

D
xm + a^, + • • •+ a^jXj +• • •+ = bm

(-z) + 5^, x^i + • • •+ CjXj +• • •+ enxn = -z„ (modified obj. form) 
where the barred constants represent modified constants.

with basic variables x( , x4,« • . ,xm, (-z) and where Ay, cy, b,j, and zo 

are constants.

In the above form the basic solution ( the solution

1George B. Dantzig, Linear Programming and Extensions 
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 19^3), p.73
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obtained by setting all non-basic variables equal to 0) is 

z - zo ; x, = b, ; xa = ba ;••••; x^= bm; x^t,= xmn=«»**= x„ = 0

Assuming also that the solution is feasible, then

2) b,>0 , bj^O ,••••, bw^O

Definition/ If 2) holds true then our linear program is 
presented in feasible canonical form in 1). 2

OPTIMALITY TEST
From this we see that the canonical form can yield an 

immediate evaluation of the associated basic variables. The 

next logical step would be to test this solution for optimality 

( i.e. to determine if it will minimize z). The possible canonical 

form permits us to make this check by an examination of the 

modified objective form.

Definition/ The coefficients Cj in the objective form of 
the canonical system are called relative cost 
factors - i.e. their values depend on the 
choice of the basic variables.>

Theorem i/ A basic feasible solution is a minimal feasible 
solution with total cost z. if all relative 
cost factors are non-negative.^

CjSO ( j = 1,2, • ••,n )

Proof: Referring to the canonical form 1), 
it is obvious that if the coefficients of the 
modified cost form are all positive or zero, 
the smallest value of the sum £ Cj Xj is zero 
for any choice of nonnegative Xj . Thus the

2Ibid.. 95.

^Saul I.Gass, Linear Programming, Methods and Applications 
( 2nd ed.; New York City,New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964),p.6.

%antzig, p.95»
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smallest value of z -3„is zero and Min. ziz, . 
In the particular case of the basic feasible 
solution we have z = z„ ; hence Min. z = zo and 
the solution is optimal.

Theorem II/ Given a minimal basic feasible solution with 
relative cost factors Cj^O then any other 
feasible solution ( not necessarily basic) 
with the property 35 = 0 for all Cj>0 is also 
a minimal solution; moreover a solution with 
the property that Xj>0 andCj>»0 for some j 
cannot be a minimal solution.*

Theorem III/ A basic feasible solution is the unique
minimal feasible solution if Cj>0 for all 
non-basic variables.®

IMPROVEMENT OF A NON-OPTIMAL BASIC FEASIBLE SOLUTION
The next step in our development is the improvement of a

basic feasible solution which is not optimal. To facilitate a 

clear understanding we will approach this with an example and 

then in general.

Consider the problem of minimizing subject to 
5x, - 4xa+ 13x$- 2x^+ xs = 20
xt- Xj- xs+ x5 = 8
x,+ 6xa- 7X3+ 5x5- = z

Assume we know that x,, ,x5 , and (-z) can be used as basic 

variables and that the basic solution will be feasible. Then 

by the simple operation of adding to any row a multiple of 

another row we can reduce the above system into its equivalent

canonical form
--■hv 3x,--£xh+x5 = 5

-x,-4xi+ = 3
8x^- 24x3 + 5xn z = -283)

^Ibid., p.95. 

6Ibid.. p.95.
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and the basic feasible solution of the above system is 

h) x, = 3, x5 = 5» z = 28, xa = x3 = xH = 0

We now apply the optimality test of Theorem I and note that 

one relative cost factor is negative (i.e. c3.=-2^) and the test 

fails. However, if x3 is increased to any positive value (the 

other non-basic variables remaining zero) then the value of z 

would be reduced because the corresponding value of z is given by

5) z = 28 - 2^x3

We will therefore attempt to increase x3 to that positive number 

which will yield a maximum decrease in z. Now the value of x3 

cannot be increased indefinitely and still hold x^ and x4 at 

zero because the corresponding values of the basic variables

satisfying the original system are

= 5-3X3
x, = 3 - 2x3

An increase of x3 beyond-^ forces x,< O and an increase of x3 

beyond makes x5<0. Therefore we must choose 3^= min(-^- , -§■ )= 

-5 to prevent a variable from becoming negative. Upon substitution 

into 4) and 5) we obtain the new feasible solution.

x3=-|-, x5 = -£[_, z=-8, x, sx^sx^sO 

Our immediate objective here is to determine if this

new solution is optimal. To do this we must return to our 

canonical form and this is done by use of a pivot term and the 

simple algebraic operation used above. Choose as the pivot term 

that x3 term which limited the maximum amount that the variables 

x, and xr could be adjusted without becoming negative, namely 

2x3 (circled in 3))l.
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Using our algebraic operation and eliminating with respect to x3,

the new canonical form with basis Xj-, x3, (-"a), becomes

-|x, +(Jx^ -4-x*, + x5 =|
6) |x, -fx* + x3 - jxM =

12x, - xa + 2xif - z = 8

Although ^6 has been reduced from 28 to -8 the coefficient of x^,

namely (-1), indicates that we have not yet obtained the optimal

solution and that a better solution may be obtained by increasing

the values of xa, keeping x( = xs =0 and solving for z, x3, and

Xj in terms of xa.

z= -8 -xa 
yf J+f

The second equation places no bound on x^ but the third restricts 

xa to maximum value of which reduces X5 to zero. Therefore 

the pivot term is f xa ( as indicated by a circle in 6))and the 

new canonical form with basic variables x,, x3, (-z) is

-^x, + Xj -4xh +-fxf =
-4-x, + x5 -ax, +-$xs =
^X, +4x, +4-XJ- - Z = 4

The basic feasible solution is xa=4» x, = x,= Xj= 0, z

Since all relative cost factors are non-negative this solution 

is an optimal feasible solution by Theorem I. Also the fact that 

for all non-basic variables cj >0 together with theorem III 

indicate that the solution is the unique minimal solution.

As illustrated in the example the canonical form provides 

us with an immediate method of testing the optimality of a 

solution. We can furthermore conclude that if the optimizing
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theorem is not satisfied we can generate another solution which 

will reduce the objective function.

We can, therefore, approach the problem of improving a 

non-optimal feasible solution in general form. If given one 

relative cost factorcj which is negative in the canonical form, 

then (assuming non-degeneracy, b[>0 ) we can obtain a new 

basic feasible solution which yields a value for the objective 

function which is less than z=z„. This lower cost solution is 

arrived at by the increase of one of the non-basic variables x$ , 

and the simultaneous adjustment of the basic variables, where 

xs is chosen as the variable whose relative cost factorcs =min. cj<0 . 

Note that in choosing s any j such that Cj-^O is acceptable. But- this 

rule of choosing the min. ^<0 will result, as a rule, in a fewer 

number of iterations and in this light is valuable in practical

use.

With reference to our original canonical form 1) we 
ftoi

represent our basic*variable: in terms of x5 which will take on 

some positive value. Meanwhile all other non-basic variables

are held at zero.

x,

Z
-

csxs

b, -

With the objective of decreasing z it is evident in noting

cs to be negative that an increase of xs to the largest possible
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value would result in a maximum decrease of z. Our only

limiting factor in increasing xs is that all Xj must remain s 0.

If all ais s 0 then there would exist no limit to xs , i.e.:

Theorem IV/ If in the canonical system, for some s,
all coefficients ais are — 0 and cs <• 0,
then a class of feasible solutions can be 
constructed where the set of z values has 
no lower bound.7

On the assumption, however, that at least one a'lS > 0, we 

are certain to find a limiting value of xs , because whenever

Xg > -jb then Xi will be negative. If more than one value of i
biexists such that =—“•Is

i = r which yields the 

value of x§ = Xg •

> 0 then we are forced to choose that

smallest ratio or the largest permissible

= min 5-^0 
°T5 5is>0 ais

The choice of r in the case of a tie is arbitrary unless among 

those tied, b{ = 0.

Definition/ The basic solution is degenerate if the values
of one or more of the basic variables are zero.®

Obviously, if a^5 > 0 and bL = 0 then every increase 

in xs would result in a negative basic variable and therefore z 

will not decrease. However if the basic solution is non-degenerate 

we have the following theorem.

7Dantzig, p.98.
o
°G.Hadley, Linear Programming ( Reading, Massachusetts: 

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1962), ]b.
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Theorem V/ If in the canonical system for some s the 
relative cost factor Cg, is negative and at' 
least one other coefficient ais is positive, 
then from a non-degenerate basic feasible 
solution a new basic feasible solution can be 
constructed with lower total cost z. 9

Specifically, we must show that the replacement of xr 

with xs in the set of basic variables x, , xa,« ••• , xm yields 

a new feasible solution which is also basic. To show feasibility 

we substitute xj into 7) which yields the following feasible 

solution:

bi - aLs x's a 0X;
xs = xj
Xj = 0

with a total cost

( i = 1±2,...m; i * r )
( X; = br/arS > 0; case of br =0 eliminated) 
( j = r, m+ 1, ...n; j 4 s )

z = zo + CS Xs < zo

This feasible solution must be less than zio since xj must be =- 0 

and cj must be < 0.

To show the new feasible solution to be basic we must refer

to our definition of the index r which allows us to state that

xr = br - ars =0

We are attempting to show that xs , x, , xa,...,xw ( excluding 

xr ) constitute our new set of basic variables. To see this 

we simply observe that since ar5 > 0 we can use x5 in the rth 

row as a pivot element to eliminate the xs from all other 

constraints and the optimization form. This one elimination re

duces the system to canonical form yielding the desired basic solution.

9Dantzig, p.99.

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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ITERATIVE PROCEDURE
From this point on it is simply an iterative process to 

reach the final minimal solution. The new basic solution may be 

tested by Theorem I. If the solution is not optimal the above 

procedure will be repeated to arrive at a class of solutions 

with no lower bound for z or one which will result in a lower 

total cost than previously obtained.

The simplex algorithm consists of repeating this cycle 

again and again, terminating only when we have arrived at

a) a class of feasible solutions for which z-^-^or
b) an optimal basic feasible solution ( all Cj as 0 )

Theorem Vi/ Assuming non-degeneracy at each iteration, 
the simplex algorithm will terminate in a 
finite number of iterations.

This is clearly seen to be true when we consider that 

there are only a finite number of ways to choose m basic 

variables from n variables and that each iteration yields a 

reduced value for z. If the process were to continue in

definitely we would be forced to repeat the same set of basic 

variables and therefore the same value of z. Although the 

theorem applies only to the non-degenerate case it could also be 

proven that the simplex method converges to an optimal solution 

in the degenerate case.

10Dantzig, p.100
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THE TWO PHASES OF THE SIMPLEX METHOD
We have stated that the difference between the Simplex

Method and the simplex algorithm was that the simplex method 

starts with the linear program in standard equation form rather 

than canonical or initial form of the simplex algorithm.

Although in many practical problems we are presented with the 

original equations in canonical form there exist many cases in 

which this is not the case. For this reason we make no assumptions 

with regard to the original state of the system, but rather employ 

the simplex algorithm in Phase I to provide a starting feasible 

canonical form for Phase II.

(A) (1) Arrange the equations of the original system

such that all constant terms*are s 0.

(2) Augment the system to include the basic set of 

artificial variables xn., , xn+3i, ..,xn+w

such that each artificial variable Xj 2: 0

(j=n+1,n+2, n + m). The result

is the following augmented system.

a,,x, + ai).xi + ••• + amxr\ + xn.i = b,
^x, + + • •• + 3stnxr\ + = ba

• • • * • •
• • • • • •
• • • • •

awiX| + ^sPa. + • • • + QfnrPn + = brn
c,x, + Caxa + ... + c^ +(-z) = 0

Xj > 0 ( j = 1,2...n + m )

(B) Phase I

(1) Once again, Phase I is designed to produce a
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starting feasible canonical system for Phase II.

To do this we introduce a so-called infeasibility 

form equal to the sum of the artificial variables 

or w = xntl + x„n +...+ xn>M. We now employ 

the simplex algorithm to obtain the minimum 

value for w. The initial feasible canonical form 

for Phase I is arrived at by eliminating these 

variables from the w form by subtracting the w form 

from the sum of the first m equations of 8) which 

gives

9)

allxl + • + = bi
a»iXi + aaiXj + . . . + = b,

• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •

An.x. + . + ami'll = bm
c, X, + cxxa+*. . + Cn Xn + (-z) = 0
d, x, + daxj+.. • + + C-w) = - w0

m
where wo = IE

JMI
bj and dj = a'lj ( j=1 »2.•.n)

(2) Therefore we employ the simplex algorithm

9) to minimize w. If Min. w>0 then no feasible 

solution exists. If w * 0 then drop from further 

consideration all non-basic variables Xj whose 

corresponding coefficients dj are>0 in the 

final modified w form, and also replace w as 

the objective form by z, after first eliminating 

from the z form all basic variables.

To justify the above statements it is clear

that if there exists a feasible solution
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satisfying the original problem then it will 

also satisfy 8), with all artificial variables = 0, 

and w = 0. If a feasible solution exists the

solution set of basic variables will not include 

the artificial variables, therefore the Min. w = 0 

with xh+| s 0, xA+a > 0, ...,xnrnx 2s 0. If Min. w>0 

then no feasible solution to the original problem 

exists.

In the specific cases of degeneracy and re

dundancy the artificial variables will remain 

as part of the set of basic variables in Phase II. 

In such a case we must restrict these variables 

to values SO. To do this we have dropped all 

non-basic variables with positive coefficients 

in the w form. This is made clear by observing 

the modified w form at the end of Phase I.

10) d, x, + djXa + ... w - wo

where dj2i 0 and wo = 0 , if feasible solutions 

exist. To repeat, w must = 0 for feasibility, 

which means every xj corresponding to dj>0 must 

be set = 0, thus eliminating them from further

consideration in Phase II. With these eliminated

our attention is confined to those variables with 

dj = 0. By equation 10) , solutions involving

only these variables are feasible for the original
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problem. Thus,

Theorem VIl/ If artificial variables form part 
of the basic set of variables in 
the various cycles of Phase II, 
their values will never exceed zero."'-'

(C) Phase II

Apply the simplex algorithm to the adjusted 

feasible canonical form at the end of Phase I to

obtain a solution which minimizes the values of

z or a class of solutions such that z-^~oo .

SIMPLEX METHOD FLOW SHEET12

11Dantzig, p.103. 

^Dantzig, p. 10^,
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ILLUSTRATIONS
To complete this development of the two phase procedure 

of the Simplex Method we will apply the theory to two examples. 

Since our concern here is with the simplex method rather than the

total linear programming problem, we will initiate our procedure 

with the system of inequalities.

Example I Minimize -xa = z
subject to the constraints x, + x, > 1 where Xj> 0 ( j=1,2) 

x, + x4 2 
X, - Xi s 1 
X, - Xj2-1

With reference to the explanation of and diagram on 
the Simplex Method:

) X, + •• x3 = 1
X, + Xj + xM = 2
X, - Xj + x5 = 1
X, - Xj - xt = -1

Xj (- s) = 0

In this step we added to or subtracted from each inequality
the positive slack variable necessary to transform the system
into one of linear equalities (i.e.standard form). Note 
that all Xj (j=1...6) are restricted in sign so no further 
substitution is necessary.

(2) x, + Xj - X3 = 1
X( + x3 + xq = 2
x, - Xj + xs = 1

-X, + Xj + xt = 1
“ Xj (-3) = 0

Multiplication of the fourth row (i= 4 ) by (-1) makes all
constants b-t > 0.

(3) x, 
x,

+ Xj - X, + x7 = 1 
= 2+ Xj + xH

X| Xj + x5 = 1
- x, + Xj +Xfc = 1

- Xj + (-z) = 0
+ x7 + (-w) = 0

According to our previous discussion the purpose of this
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step was to augment the system of step 2 with artificial 
variables in order to obtain the system 3) on page |g.
In this example, however, the slack variables added above 
allow us to add but one artificial variable ( x7 ) to
obtain the same results. Therefore our infeasibility form
is w = x7.

(4) @ + Xj - x3 + x7 = 1
x, + Xi + x3 = 2
x, - Xj. + Xj = 1

- x, + Xj + x* = 1
- Xi + (-z) = 0

- X,
*

- Xj + X3 +(-w) = - 1

We have made the system canonical w.r.t. X7 , X4 , Xj , xfc
(-z) (-w), by subtracting the first row (3 = 1) from our 
infeasibility form.

Start Phase I In phase I we use the simplex
algorithm to minimize w.

(5) x, + xa - x3 + x7 =1
+ x3 - x7+xH. = 1

- 2xa + x3 - x7 + Xy =0
+ 2Xa. - x3 + x7 +xt = 2
- xa + (-z) = 0

+ x7 + (-w) = 0

We chose column 1 ( j = 1) as the pivot column (denoted by m) 
by ds = min dj = -1, which was negative. We chose r ( our 
pivot element which is encircled ) by br/ar3 = min (bi /ais ) = 1 
where ar3 , ais > 0, In selecting both the pivot column and 
pivot element we had two choices, so either choice in both 
cases would have been acceptable.

In our present system we observe that our d§ = min dj 
is^0, Therefore we have obtained our minimum w which 
equals 0 in our column of constants.

(6) x, + © - Xj
+ Xj

- 2xj + Xj
2xj - x3

-
*

+

(drop)

XH
+ Xf 

+ xfc
+(-z)

= 1 
= 1 
= 01 
= 2 
= 0’

In this step we dropped x7 with coefficient d7 = 1> 0 
from further consideration as a basic variable and then 
remove the infeasibility form. It has served its purpose 
by indicating that a feasible solution does exist.
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Start Phase II

(7) x, + Xj - x3 + #7 = 1
+ x3 - + Xu = 1

2x, 4 x3 + + XJ = 2
2x, - A7 + XS X = 0
xl - x3 + ^7 + 4z) ss 1

* (drop)

In Phase II we again apply the simplex algorithm
system but this time to minimize z. As seen in
we choose column 2 as our pivot column and element of row 1 
as the pivot element. In determining the pivot element 
we were again given a choice since b,la.,a = b7/aMa =1.

(8) - x, + xa 
©

« 2x,
- x.

*

+ Xu
+ xfc 
- xfc

+ X, + Xfc

(9)

+ x3 - ::7 

(drop)

+ Xu
+ xt + (- z)

1
1
2
0
1

In this step we used the element of the 4th row, 3rd column 
as our pivot to introduce x as a basic variable and drop x6

+ Xa

2x,
4^

+ X

+ X 4. - X6

3 " f7 + Xf 

(drop)

+X, + X<,

=
= 1 
= 2 
= 1

+ixfe + ( - z) = %

We have introduced x, to the basic set of variables and 
thrown out Xi+ . In our present system our Min. cj = f > 0 
Therefore we have reached a basic minimal feasible solution.

In the above system the basic set of variables is x, , 

xi» xr» (- z ). Therefore set other variables x, - x,. = x$ = x7 

From this we obtain

= 0,

xa

x, = I

Z = - | = _ xa
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Example II
Minimize x, + + 6x3 + Xt+ = z , subject to these constraints:

- x, + 0xA + 2x3 + 0x^4 -where Xj ? 0 ( j = 1...4-) 
x, + x3 + 0x3 + 2x^-6

Ox, + 2xa + x3 + x^ 2 5

-X, + 2x3 -Xj = 4

X, + xs +2xh -xb =-6
+2xa + x3 + X,, -X7 = 5

X, +4xj, +6x3 + XH + (-z) = 0

We subtracted the positive slack ( surplus) variables 
Xj, xb, x7 transforming the inequality system into 
standard form.

(2) -X, +2Xj -Xj = 4
-x, -x5 *2Xh +Xfc = 6

+2X3, + x3 +XH - -x7 = 5
X, +4x^ +6x3 +xh + (z) = 0

Multiplied the second row by ( -1). All bL ’s are now3* 0.

(3) - x, + 2x.
- x, - Xj.

+2X3 + x.
+ X, 6x

- 2xs 
+ xH 
+ XM

Xy + XS
+ Xb

*-X7 + Xa,
+ 4z)

+ Xa + X, +(-w)

4 
6
5 
0 
0

Augmented the system with xj and xa to give us our 
desired form. As before we used the surplus variable xt 
to complete our form rather than add another artificial 
variable. Our infeasibility form therefore is just 
Xj + X, = w.

-x. 42xJ - XS + X, =
-X, - xA V----' -2x7 + xt = 6

+2xa * Xj + x4 - x7 + X,, = 5
X, +6xj + Xj + 4z) = 0
Xt -2xj -3x3 - Xj W Xj + X7 + (w) = -9

*■
The system was made canonical w.r.t. xg , xfc, Xq, -z, -w 
by subtracting the sum of the first and third rows 
from the infeasibility statement.
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Start Phase I

(5) - x, +2x3 - x5 + x, = 4
-x, -2xH . +xt =6
jx, feg) + x4 +ixj - x7 -fx, +x«, = 3
4x, +4xf + xH +3xj -3xy +(—z) =-12

-|x, -2xj _ Xij +IXJ- + x7 +|x, +(-w) = -3
*

In Phase I we will again use the simplex algorithm to minimize w. 
By our two comparison tests 2x3 (1st row, 3rd column) is our 
pivot element. In this iteration we have reduced w from 9 to 3»

x, + 2x, - Xj + x» = 4
U -ix4 + |x5 -fx7 - |x, + xk + fx, =
fx, +2xj + xs + ix5 - x7 - fx? + xi = 3
3x, & x^ + 2Xj + 2x7 - 2xf - 2x, +(-z) = -18

+ x3 + Xj + x«, +(—w)= 0

Using the element of the third row, 2nd column we have reduced 
w to 0 and all dj > 0. Therefore Min. w = 0 and a feasible 
solution to our original problem exists.

(7) - x,
- ixi 

3x,
+ 2x,

+ 2x3 - ±5
-jx, + - jx7
(£3 + ic:6 -
- Xs + 2::^ + 2x7 -Zzg

* (drop) (drop)

x7

+ ts-i,. + xL

+ (—z) =
(drop)

4

3
-18

We dropped from further consideration xy, x3 , Xt, since their 
coefficients = 1 > 0. The infeasibility form was then eliminated.

Start Phase II

(8) x, . +
+ 3xa

X, + 2xa
xt + 2xj

2x,

+ Xu + it

+
- 2x7 -

X, - Ar 2-H

4
9
3

-15

X4

+ (-z)=+ ttj 
(drop)

The simplex algorithm is applied now to min z. In this last 
iteration z was reduced from 18 to 15. We note that in our 
final system all constants cj are >0. Therefore our basic 
minimal feasible solution has been reached.

Our basic variables are x3, xH, xfc, -z, with all others

-Ix8
(drdp)

s
+

= 0. Our conclusion is that xA= 2 
x^= 3 
z = 15



CHAPTER III

GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE SIMPLEX METHOD

CONVEX SETS
In discussing the geometric properties of linear pro

gramming and the Simplex Method we are concerned with the 

geometric concept of convexity. We will attempt to state 

in theorem or definition form those points -which are most 

vital to the understanding of this term and the Simplex Method 

as a whole.

Definition/ A region is convex iff the line joining any
two pts» in that region also lies in the region.

Figure 1

CONVEX CONVEX NOT CONVEX

Theorem VTIl/ The intersection of two or more convex 
sets is a convex set.

Since half spaces ( or half planes ) are convex regions by 

definition, then the intersection of these half spaces ( or half 

planes ) constitute a convex set.

4
'Hugh G.Campbell, An Introduction to Matrices Vectors and 

Linear Programming, Raymond W.Brink and John M.H. Olmsted, Editors 
( The Appleton-Century Math. Series; New York, N.Y.; Meredith 
Publishing Co., 1965)» p.172.

2b
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Figure 2

Definition/ A polyhedral convex set is the intersection 
of a finite number of half spaces. In 
particular, a convex polygon is the inter
section of a finite number of half planes.

Theorem IX/ The set of points corresponding to feasible 
( or optimal feasible) solutions of the 
general linear programming problem constitute 
a convex set.^

Definition/ Any point x in a convex set G which is not 
a midpoint of the line segment joining two 
other pts. in G is an extreme point or vertex.

ALL 3 CORNERS 
ARE EXTREME PTS.

ALL 8 CORNERS 
ARE EXTREME PTS.

EVERY PT. ON 
THE CIRCUMFERENCE 
IS AN EXTREMBME PT.

dantzig, p. 152
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We are now able to state and show a most important 

theorem relating convex sets to linear programming and the 

Simplex Method.

Theorem X / A basic feasible solution corresponds to an 
extreme point in the convex set of feasible 
solutions.-^

To show this in general suppose x° = ( b, , ba...,bm, 0,...0) 

is a basic feasible solution for

a,,x, + a1Slxa+ ... + amxn= b,
anx,+ a^Xj-t- ... + aMxn= ba Xj 0 ( j = 1...n)

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

a^jXi + a^jXj. + •. • + a^npCn = bm 
C| X, + CaXj+ ... + cnx,(-s) = 0

with basic variables x, , xa , .1*, xm and suppose it is the

average of two other feasible solutions p = (p, , pa, ..., p^, ...

Pn) and q = (q,, qx, ... qm, ..., qn). Then

I ( Pj + qd ) = 0

for all j’s corresponding to independent ( non-basic) variables.

But pj 0 and q^ 0 because p and q are feasible solutions. 

Therefore, this is possible only if p = q =0 for j = m+1,m+2,...n. 

Thus p,q,and x have the same values (i,e.=0) for their independent 

variables. But the values of the basic variables are uniquely 

determined by the values of the non-basic independent variables 

and must, therefore, be the same also. Our conclusion is that 

p = q = x° or x® cannot be the average of two other solutions, 

so it must be an extreme point.

^Dantzig, p.15^.
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Our final theorem in this section is:

Theorem Xi/ The class of feasible solutions generated 
by increasing the value of a non-basic 
variable and adjusting the values of the 
basic variables in the change from one 
basic solution to the next corresponds to 
the movement along the edge of the convex 
set*

THE SIMPLEX METHOD VIEWED AS THE STEEPEST DESCENT ALONG EDGES 
To put these theorems into the context of a linear

programming problem consider such a problem with n = m + 2 

that has a basic feasible solution with respect to some m basic 

variables, say x3, x^..,, x^ . The canonical form with respect 

to these variables is

a„x, + a^Xj + Xj = b,
a^x, + aja3q + x, = b3

bi 5? 0 i = (1

C, X, + gaXa = z - z0

The problem is to find Xj2 0 which minimize z and satisfy the 

constraints in 10). This problem is equivalent to finding 

x, and Xj which minimize ce = z - z0 satisfying

x,
_Xj

2

a„ x, + allxa
+ aaxa

• • •
11) . . .

• • •
+ awjXj b

ctx, + c4Xj = c

4Dantzig, p. 155
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)

This form enables us to graph our problem in the simple two-

dimensional space of the independent variables x, and x^. 

Figure b

The half planes at|, x( + a^Sb form the convex region R as 

enclosed in figure 4- by the solid lines. To obtain the optimal 

solution the dotted line c, x( + cAXj = c0 is moved parallel to 

itself until it just touches the convex region R and c. is 

minimum. Associated with every point P in R is a unique 

feasible solution to 10) which will also satisfy all the in

equalities- in 11). Also the non-negative difference between 

the values on the left hand side of 11) and the right hand side 

are the unique values of the basic variables in 10) when the 

non-basic variables x, and xa have the specific values ( x,° , x£ ). 

The value x^tl = x°>3, of the ith basic variable is proportional 

to the distance of the point P = (x®Xj) from the boundary of 

the ith constraint because the distance from P to aqx, + auxi = bj

would be
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,. x k-friXf- auXj* , o . . , n .distance — + q^j ~* ( 1 = 1,2».»ni)

If the point ( x® ,xj ) satisfies the inequality, then the 

geometric picture is 

Figure 5

Replacing the variables by yl = Kx^for I = 1,2,...m and 

if the coordinates of a point P are the values of the independent 

variables, then the value of the ith basic variable is just the 

distance from the point P to the corresponding i the constraint.

Every basic solution to 10) has at least two Xj =0, 

hence the corresponding P is at the same time a point in R and 

at zero distance to two distinct boundary lines of R. It is 

obvious now and we shall show that such a P is a vertex of R.

In particular, the basic feasible solution with respect to the 

canonical form 10) is associated with ( x° = 0, x° = 0) in 

Figure S’ , therefore the origin is always in the convex 

region R.

We shall now show that associated with every extreme

point in the convex set of feasible solutions to 10) is an
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extreme point of R and visa versa. ( Refer to Theorem X.)

Let P = (x,°, xa° ) and Q = ( x7, xa ) be any two points in R 

and let the corresponding feasible solutions satisfying 10) 

be p = ( x,°, xJ, ... x® ) and q = ( x7, , xa, ... x'n ) which, 

as we have seen in Theorem IX, lie in a convex set C. It 

is easy to see that any point <xP+ ( 1 - <x) Q on the line 

joining P to Q corresponds to a point <xp + ( 1 - <x)q that 

satisfies 10) and visa versa. Hence line segments in the convex 

C of solutions satisfying 10) correspond to line segments in R, 

and in particular the midpoint of a segment in C corresponds 

to the midpoint in R and visa versa. It follows that non - 

extreme points must correspond to each other and it must logically 

follow that extreme points ( basic feasible solutions) to 10) 

correspond to extreme points of R and conversely.

To extend the development we now show that the movement 

along the edge ( refer to theorem XI ) corresponding to the 

class of possible solutions generated by increasing a non- 

basic variable and adjusting the values of the basic variables 

in the shift from one basic solution to the next must correspond 

to a movement around the boundary of R from one vertex to the 

next. To see this, let p and q be successive distinct extreme 

points corresponding to basic feasible solutions obtained by 

the simplex method ( under non-degeneracy) so that the line 

segment joining p to q is an edge of C. If now the corresponding 

vertices of P and Q in R were not neighbors there would be a
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point X on the segment joining P to Q that would be the midpoint 

of two points Pz and Qz in R, but not on the segment. However, 

we will show that P7 and Q' must lie on the line P to Q.

We have shown that x corresponding to X must be the midpoint 

of p and q corresponding to Pz and O' . However, x must also 

be on the line joining p to q since X was on the line joining 

P to Q. It follows since the segment pq is an edge ( Theorem XI), 

p' and q' must both be on this edge and therefore their correspon

ding points Pz and Qz must lie on the line joining P to Q. This 

shows that the edges in the convex of feasible solutions to 10) 

correspond to the edges in Figure 4-.

The iteration process of the simplex method consists in 

a movement from one vertex to an adjacent one in the space of 

a fixed set of basic variables. Moving from one vertex to

another decreases the value c until a minimum value for c

is obtained as shown in figure by the arrows.

Although we have restricted our remarks to the case 

of n = m + 2, they hold equally well in general. It might 

be stated, in addition, however, that the simplex criterion 

of choosing cs = Min. cj < 0 followed by an increase in xs 

corresponds to a movement along that edge of the convex which 

induces the greatest decrease in z per unit change in the

variable introduced
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ILLUSTRATION

Minimize - xA = z
subject to the constraints x, + x3 > 1

x, + x9 2
X! » xa^1
x, * x^-1

We may graph these relations in two dimensions of the variables 

x, and x3 j

The result is a convex region c as shown in the above diagram. 

The objective function z appears as the dotted line.

From Theorems X and XI of the geometric section we know 

that the objective for - xa = z will obtain its minimum at a 

vertex of this convex region. Furthermore we know that the 

iterations of the simplex method correspond to a parallel 

movement of the objective function from one vertex to the next 

along a given edge of the region.

To observe this we rewrite the systems of equations
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arrived at in each of the different iterations in Phase II of

the Simplex Method.

(1) x, + Xj - x, + x7 = 1
+ x3 - x7 + x, =1

-2xa + x3 - x7 + Xj. = 0
2xa - Xj + x7 +xc = 2

•» Xg (-z) = 0

This system has basic variables x, , 
x^ f x^ f xu 9 z). Set all non- 
basic variables =0. Then

X| ■” 1 9 Xg —■ 0 , Z = 0

This corresponds to the line z = - x, 
passing through the vertex ( 1,0)

(2) X, + Xj - x3 + x7 =1
+ x3 - x7 + xH =1

2x, - xa + x7 +xy = 2
-2x, + x3 - x7 +xt = 0

x, - x3 + x, (-z) = 1

The factor which determined which edge of 
the rectangle to follow was our choice 
of c = Min. Cj .

(3) . x, + xa 
2x,

-2x.

+x.
2x,

+ x, -

+ x^ - x7

+ x6 =1
+ x, - xfc =1

+ x3-;+ xfc =2
+ xfc 
+ Xt + ( - z )

= 0 
= 1

+fxH +2X4 = 1
+ x^ - Xt 53 1

+ Xg- + xfc 52 2
+ Xu = 1
-rgXq +rxfc + (- z) = 1

V /A 
Xa. -

W



CHAPTER IV

MATRIX FORM OF THE SIMPLEX METHOD

INTRODUCTION
As a final phase in our development we will give a 

brief introduction to the Simplex Method in matrix form. This 

will require the statement of several definitions and theorems for 

future reference. Also of vital importance to the development 

will be a new concept referred to as the Dual Problem. As 

indicated above, our approach here will be an introduction 

and basic explanation rather than a rigorous analysis.

However the basic similarities between our original form and 

the matrix form will allow the reader to get some feeling for 

the theory involved.

a,j Xj + + ... S,nXn b,
^jjX^ + ... aanx„ bj.

• • • •
12) . .

• • • •
a»mXi 4 a^jX 4 ... OwaX^ bn\
c, x, + Cj.xa + ... cnx„ =z (Min.)

Although no generality is lost in this form since any mixed 

system of equalities and inequalities may be represented as a 

system of total inequalities of the sense > the complications 

involved in carrying out the profer transformations force us 

to make certain restrictions on our original problem thus

' 3^
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eliminating the troublesome factors. Therefore we will consider 

only those problems corresponding to the form 12) above such 

that all Cj0 ( j = 1,2...n), and the system is free from 

equality constraints.

We can now define our standard problem in vector notation 

as follows:

xi + Pj xa +* • »Pn xn = Q 
c, x( + caxa +...chxn = z (Max.)

where
’< b, '

bj
• •
• Q = •
• •

bm
- -» “ —I

Realizing that we can combine a set of column vectors or row 

vectors into matrix form the problem may now be expressed as

X = Q or a,| a(l.. .a,„ x. rvi
au. • .aah Xx ba

• • • • > •
• • • • •
• • • • •

3^^* • • cLywA Xh
— _  _L

with a corresponding objective function of

E •<=»]

xl
X,

= z (Min.)
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In concise matrix form the problem is stated as

Minimize CX = z 
subject to AX B and X 0

THE DUAL PROBLEM
Associated with every linear programming problem is 

another programming problem called the dual. The original 

problem in its relation to the dual is called the primal.

Feasible solutions to the primal and the dual may appear to 

have little relation to one another: however, their optimum 

basic feasible solutions are such that it is possible to use 

one to obtain the other readily. Also it is often more con

venient to use the dual to solve a linear programming problem 

than the primal.

The primal and dual are related as such, where the 

Max. is the dual to the Min. and conversely.

Minimum Problem:

Find a vector Xo which minimizes the linear function

z = CX

subject to
AX B

X -- 0

Maximum Problem:

Find a vector Yo which maximizes the linear function 

g = BtY

subject to
ATY CT where the new variables yj could 

Y a? 0 be referred to as the marginal
profits.
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Linking the primal problem with the dual is a most important

theorem.

Duality Theorem/ A feasible vector Xo exists and is a
solution of the minimum problem (min,' - 
CX subject to AX > B and Z 5 0 ) iff 
a feasible vector To exists and is a 
solution of the maximum problem (maxi
mize BTY subject to AtT^Ct ). More
over BtTo = CX0 iff X6 and Yo are 
solutions.'

THE SIMPLEX PROCEDURE
Our approach therefore will be to set up an augmented 

matrix involving the dual problem and through elementary matrix 

operations optimize the dual problem which by the duality theorem 

will optimize the primal.

Given the primal problem we begin to construct this 

augmented matrix by introducing slack variables ymf|, ...

y^+K , which are all non-negative due to the non-negative re

striction on Ci Our maximum constraints now read

h.iyt + hlsya+ ... h^y*, + yWr, = c,
haiY, + h»ya+.... hainym + y^ = ca where A =H

• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •

hfl(y( + hniya + ... + yin+n = cn

If the equation giving the function to be maximized 

bi Ti + baya + ... b«,y« + Oy^, + ... Qym+h = g

is added then we have an augmented matrix of the form

~H I„ i CT 
------------------- (. —

1 Campbell, p. 190.
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■where the object is to maximize g.

The steps necessary to arrive at the maximum solution

are as follows

1. a) If the primal problem is one of maximizing then 
the problem should be expressed as Max, g = BTY 
subject to HY^CT and Y^ 0.

b) If the problem is a minimizing one then the maxi
mizing dual should be explicitly stated.

c) Regardless therefore of the primal form the problem 
now reads:

Max. g = BtY 
subject to HY- CT

Y^O

d) From this form the augmented matrix H! ij CT 

3] o! g
I I

2. Perform the following steps on the matrix.

a) Choose any column except the last whose last entry 
is positive. This will be the pivot column.

b) Select a pivot element as before by dividing the 
entries in the last column by each corresponding 
positive entry in the pivot column and select as 
the pivot element that column which yields the 
smallest ratio.

c) To admit the variables associated with this column 
into the set of basic variables we make all entries 
of the pivot column other than the pivot element = 0. 
This is done by adding multiples of a row to another 
row.

d) This process is iterated until all the entries 
of the last row are non-positive.

e) By the interchanging of rows and the multiplication 
of a row by a constant create an identity sub
matrix [ln in the space occupied by [H i Ij .
Interior columns may be considered as deleted
in forming this identity matrix.

2Campbell, p.199«
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3. a) The solution of the minimum problem, Xo = 
is found in the final matrix form as -XT 
in the position originally held by the 
null vector. r

b) The solution Yo
y«i

to the maximum problem

is also contained herein. The final matrix will 
contain n columns with one entry which is number 1 
and all other entries are 0. If the i-th column 
is such a column then yi will equal the last 
entry in the corresponding row. If there exists 
a column i such that the above is notsothen y = 0.

c) To find Max. f = Min. z set the entry in bottom 
right hand comer = 0 and solve for f.

The theoretical implications of the maximum problem

correspond directly with the Simplex Method in general form.

Basic variables are introduced and tested for optimality 

until a final basic set is obtained. The method of obtaining 

the optimal solution by setting the right hand corner entry = 0 

corresponds with the final modified objective form with all non- 

basic variables =0. The optimal value although not proved so 

does correspond to maximum g = minimum z.

The explanations behind the solution of the minimum

problem are not quite as obvious. The maximum problem originated

with the following augmented matrix:

M
i

_bT! 0

C1"

g

If we were to define the dual or minimum of the problem in 

augmented matrix the result would be the transpose of the above
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with z substitued for g, or

in =

A ! B
. —i - -
I I 0
-----1- ■
C I z

To interpret our procedure on this new matrix m we were to per

form transformations ■which yielded non-positive entries of B 

and non-negative entries of C. This process will assure us that 

the origin will be the solution to the minimum problem. There

fore certain transformations are performed with a final result 

of making the origin the solution to the minimum problem. In 

the matrix m above we have inserted a null vector ( which would 

be the solution to Xo after the transformations were performed).

The necessary transformations are then carried out to obtain non

positive entries in the last column. We have, therefore, worked 

in reverse on this null vector in such a way that instead of 

moving the solution down to the null vector we have returned it 

in a negative sense back to its proper position. The result is 

that the entries in the position once held by the null vector in 

m correspond to - Xo which in turn corresponds to - Xj” in M.

ILLUSTRATION

Example: Minimize x, + 4xA + 6x3 + x4 = z 
subject to these constraints:

- x, + 0xa + 2x3 + 0xH > 4 and Xj 0
x, + Xj + 0x3 + 2x^ -6 ( j = 1- 4)

Ox, + 2xa + x3 + Xk > 5



Min. z = CX
subject to AX > B r “i'4 -10 2 0

where C=[l 4 6 l] B = -6 A = 110 2
5L, — 0 2 11 b- —t

1) Express the dual of the minimizing problem 
maximize 4y, - 6ya + 5y3 = g

subject to-y + ys + 0y3 <• 1 yj 0 ( j = 1...3)
Oy, + ya + 2y5 s 4
2y, +0ya + y3 £ 6
Oy, +2y1 + y3 < 1

2) Create the desired augmented matrix

-1 1 0 1 0 0 0 ) 1~~
0 1 2 i 0 1 0 0 
2 0 1)0 0 1 0,6

_0 2_®_) Q_0_0J Lt 
iu6 5? 0 0 0 0 ' g

— * i _

The augmented matrix was of the form Fa' L_Jn! pj 
LF; 0"Fg_

3) -1 1 o; 1 o o o; 1
0-301010-2,2 
@-2 0 ) 0 0 4-1 | 5

_ o_2_io_o_o_i i 1
_ ^-i6 o F o o o-5jg-5'

We selected the third column with the last entry 
= 5>0 as our pivot column. The pivot element 
was selected by the same ratio test used previously. 
The minimum ratio of the third to the last column is 
therefore our pivot element is determined to be that 
of the ^th row 3rd column. By our elementary row 
operations we admit the variable y5 associated with 
the 3rd column into the set of basic variables.

0 0 o 1 0 A AI2 2 |
0 -3 0 ' 0 1 0 -2, 2
2 -2 o ! 0 0 1 -1 5

_0_ 2 _1 -I 0 0 -° -1I- 1
0-12 0 ,1 0 0 -2 -3 b -15
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In a similar manner we admitted y, into the set of 
basic variables. Note also that all entries of the 
last column are non-positive. We can, therefore, 
cease the iterative process.

!"i -I di! o 0 j, ,i 
2 2 ! 3- 

i a
LQ 1! ' 0 0 0 1 1 1
Q j o ! o 1 0 -2 ! 2
0 J?- 0 i 1 0 1 1 

_ 2 ~2
1 7

J T __
0 - 2 0 ! 0 o' -2 -3 [g-15

— (drop) —

By the elementary row operations of scalar multipli
cation and row interchange we have created an identity 
submatrix. ( The second column was deleted to complete 
the process.) This matrix represents the final desired 
form.

The solution to the minimal 
position once held by the null

problem
vector.

is in the

-XT= r°
—

0

0 -2 -3]

0
-X = 0 X = 0

-2 2
-3 3

* 2 
= 3 
= 0 
= 0

The solution to the maximum problem is represented 
by our identity submatrix and the corresponding 
values in the last column.

Corresponding to the element

Corresponding to the element

in the 1st column is-|- 
in last column.

in the 3rd column is1 
in last column.

y
y = 1 
y =o

The maximum of g = Min. z is found by setting
g- 15 = 0

g = 15

max g = min z = 15
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